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8 of 8 review helpful Great translation which makes a fun read By R Lau I thought that reading Herodotus would be 
daunting but Mr Waterfield s translation so far is making it fun to read The prose is very accessible which makes this 
history very intriguing and enjoyable to read In a nut shell Herodotus writes about the causes of the ancient war 
between the Greek world and the Persian empire 2 of 2 review helpf The father of history as Cicero called him and a 
writer possessed of remarkable narrative gifts enormous scope and considerable charm Herodotus has always been 
beloved by readers well versed in the classics Compelled by his desire to prevent the traces of human events from 
being erased by time Herotodus recounts the incidents preceding and following the Persian Wars He gives us much 
more than military history though providing the fullest portrait of About the Author Carolyn Dewald is Associate 
Professor of Classics at the University of Southern California Robin Waterfield is a distinguished translator whose 
version of Plato s Republic has been described as the b 
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of the republican period 1911 1949 in  summary the younger of sir nicholas and lady annes two sons francis bacon 
began attending trinity college cambridge in april 1573 when he was 12 years old  pdf download the voices of the 
civil rights movement swelled into a wave of protest that profoundly changed america this collection of interviews 
seeks to make this massive regents park college known colloquially within the university as regents is a permanent 
private hall of the university of oxford situated in central oxford just 
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